THE AGE-OLD

question, “How fast will it go?” should always be
preceded by, “How much power does it make?” And
that latter question probes for multiple answers when engine builders and racers get
down to horsepower business.
Determining whether an engine or chassis dynamometer will benefit a particular
racing business depends on what information must be gathered from testing, as well
as what its customers request most often.
Those who are after general, “real world” performance of a vehicle will be most
interested in the power that’s coming from the entire powertrain through the drive
wheels, and would therefore rely heavily on a chassis dyno. On the other hand, if
the focus is on extracting maximum potential
from a given engine setup by fine-tuning and
parts swapping, then an engine dyno is the
only way to go.
In either case, consistency is the
mantra for accuracy, flanked by
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excellent ventilation in order to maintain
repeated, reliable results.
Beyond owning the hardware,
upgrading software or adding features,
having the skilled, technical operator(s)
is equally important in order to market the
service effectively and profitably.
Another key point is that it’s not just the
dyno, but support components, too, that
must be included in the decision-making
process; foremost among them are water,
air and fuel capacity.
We recently reached out to several of
the nation’s leading engine and chassis
dynamometer manufacturers, as well as
those who “tune” with dynos and related
software, to unearth some of the latest
dyno developments.
Industry Impact
Because dynamometers are data
acquisition centers, noted Scott Sobie of
Mustang Dynamometers in Twinsburg,
Ohio, the software must keep pace with
ever-changing industries. He offered the
example of a recently completed project
at Linn State Technical College in Linn,
Missouri, that needed both a chassis and
engine dynamometer, but had limited
funding grants. “Our engineers designed,
built, and delivered a combo system that
could share many accessories, and allow
both to operate from the same software,”
Sobie told us.
As you might imagine, customer input
affects the design of future models and
associated software. But sometimes
it is literally out-of-this-world vital, as
when NASA approached Mustang
Dynamometers to build a chassis
dynamometer system for testing the Mars
Rover before they sent it into space.
“We specialize in customer input,”
said Sobie. “Mustang is not a ‘cookie
cutter’ type company, and so the
vast majority of our dynamometer
systems are custom builds in
both hardware and software.”
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Two distinct trends over the last few years have directly affected the engine and
chassis dyno lineup from SuperFlow Dynamometers & Flowbenches in Des Moines,
Iowa. “One is increasingly powerful engines, as engine builders continue to push
the envelope to produce more torque and horsepower,” observed Mike Giles. “For
example, the SF-849 chassis dyno, our extreme capacity dual eddy current dyno
tested a 2400-horsepower performance diesel truck last year without any tire slip,
and with about 50 percent of the load capacity of the absorbers unused.
“The second trend we’ve seen is a demand for the software to integrate with engine
management systems via CAN,” continued Giles. “This is something our new WinDyn
4 software and data acquisition system does really well, and we’re excited to roll it
out to the market here in the next few months.”
The new software allows users to store, back up, and share files directly from the
dyno, complying with the typical TCP/IP network protocol. WinDyn 4 is designed with
the potential to add new graphics packages, gauges, and features in graphs, among
other items going forward.
For three decades DEPAC Dyno Systems of Lexington, Kentucky, has provided
major performance upgrades for brands such as Froude, SuperFlow, AVL, DTS, Stuska
and Go-Power for water brake, prop or electric dynamometers. The firm is currently
repackaging its existing patented technology to “go mobile,” or wireless, and be
accessible on a smartphone. “We are integrating the newest microcomponents and
manufacturing processes that will dramatically reduce the operating footprint, which
allows for greater flexibility in placement,” explained David Manzolini.
“We’ve built more than 570 systems to date, and our Gen5 is an affordable option
for new clients needing the best in dyno instrumentation that flows through a serial
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connection to a PC on a windows, or Mac
platform,” he added.
The latest advances in Dynojet
Research’s software and electronics
allow for easy direct input from CAN-based
ECMs to read, display, and use live ECM
data such as engine rpm for use with the
dyno. “We can also integrate third party
0- to 5-volt data sources and popular third
party tuning products,” said Will Fong from
the company’s North Las Vegas, Nevada,
headquarters. “Our software is Windows
based, and doesn’t require a dedicated
computer system, which makes it very
user friendly for dyno users to find and
supply their own computer.”
For Stuska Dynamometers in Sussex,
Wisconsin, last year was consumed with
addressing the ever-evolving range of
customer-built engines while being mindful
of the constant demand for more torque,
power and speed. “This meant new
hardware,” said Steve Huelsbeck. “In fact,
a new system, the Track Monster, where
we decided to beef things up quite a bit.
Preserving the time-tested characteristics
of the Stuska water brake, the absorption
capability has been increased to 3000
horsepower with sustained speeds at
10,000 rpm. The dynamometer stand,
load pump, plumbing and driveline have
all been up-sized accordingly.”
Per for mance Trends in Livonia,
Michigan, primarily offers retro-fit
packages, which allow dynamometer
owners to add, or upgrade electronics
and software to their existing equipment.
“We have packages for inertia only, water
brake, or eddy current dynos in either
engine or chassis dyno configurations that
start with just one rpm sensor and expand
up to our largest with 41 channels and
dozens of sensors,” said Kevin Gertgen.
“Some of our latest advances include
improved control for eddy current and
brake dynos, measuring spark advance
real time for diagnosing spark scatter, or
spark advance issues, and enhancements
to our digital outputs.
“These digital outputs allow a user to
turn on or off a light, motor, or relay based
on some preset signal level,” continued
Gertgen. “A recent addition is to be able
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GIVE YOUR ENGINE THE LIFTER IT NEEDS TO
REACH ITS POWER POTENTIAL!
to keep a relay or motor on for up to four
minutes after the condition returned to
normal. This could be used to keep a
cooling fan on well after the engine or
dyno has shut down.”
Customer input is the primary driver
of new features offered by Performance
Trends. According to Gertgen, the firm
often conveys to customers that their
special requests are already available in
existing software. “Then there are times
a customer will get us thinking that the
request is right up our alley; and we get
working on it, with the customer often
helping us develop it before we release it
to the general customer base,” he said.
Manzolini sees customer input as
the bedrock of DEPAC’s business plan.
“DEPAC is a client refined system design
with the promise of unflinching support.
We understand and provide features such
as high reliability and performance. Our
ADL water brake controls properly control
a water brake dyno by improving dyno
load stability.”
Customer relationships are important to
Land & Sea in Concord, New Hampshire.
“Both our actual DYNOmite models and
our DYNO-MAX software are products
of customer input,” noted Ryan Loiselle,
whose customers greatly influence future
designs. “From the minute you start talking
to your sales technician, to all the time you
will spend with our support staff, we strive
to take any constructive criticism and use
it to the full potential.”
Utilizing Customer Input
Indeed, customer input is often
welcomed by manufacturers of race
components. And new ideas and options
for dynos and related software often result
from that input, finding their way to market
for the benefit of competitors en masse.
Mustang Dynamometer’s Sobie told us
it happens on a daily basis, offering an
example: “We had recently designed and
engineered an AWD chassis dynamometer
system for an electric car company, and
they needed the dyno to drive each wheel
independently and simulate true road load
conditions. So through the software, drives
and controls, and robots we were able to
do so,” he said.
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In the early 1990s, drag racing Pro Stock
driver Bill “Grumpy” Jenkins suggested
that DEPAC add a real-time engine
graphic display. “He told us that he wanted
to be able to see problems at a glance, to
be able to detect issues very early in order
to shut down the test before serious engine
damage results,” recalled Manzolini.
“ O u r Ve r s i o n 3 S y s t e m u p g r a d e
incorporated this feature, and has been
our greatest asset that has saved many
expensive engines from expensive
damage, had the test run continued for
even a few more seconds,” he added.
Instead of months, or years later,
customer input can sometimes be
actualized in days or weeks, with the
entire client base reaping the rewards.
Dynojet Research’s Fong explained,
“When we released our newest WinPEP 8
software, we received several requests to
change part of the user interface relating
to data export features. These changes
were made almost immediately, and a new
version was available for easy download
via the software’s update client. Our
software checks for updates and prompts
users when a new version is available.”
What about mistakes? How can these
manufacturers save their clients from
themselves? For example, what happens
if the initial configuration of a dyno system
is botched? Would that require repeating
all previous tests to establish a reliable
baseline? Not according to Land & Sea’s
Loiselle. “We came up with a solution.
DYNO-MAX has a batch-edit feature,
which allows end-users to run a mass
update and correct those previously saved
runs without hassle,” he said.
“In addition to being able to globally
change any text or numeric field entries,
the tool can also import your environment’s
current formula list, graph setup, raw
channel dampening, and/or console setup
into those runs.
“We’ve also had feedback in regard
to file organization and how it can be
complicated for end users,” continued
Loiselle. “Whether it be organizing saved
runs, or trying to re-visit an old test,
we want these tasks to be dirt simple.
Therefore, DYNO-MAX offers features
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such as a ‘Run Manager,’ ‘Search for
Saved Runs’ tool, and preference settings
to automatically generate sub-folders for
you. These features allow for quick access
to any old test.”
Loiselle added that even if customers
can’t remember how the saved test was
worded, using the Search for Saved
Runs tool, the software permits searching
“incorrect” words using “fuzzy” logic to find
misspellings or inexact matches.
One suggestion for a system to read
spark advance was offered up by an
attendee visiting the Performance Trends

In the world of dynamometers, customer input
often drives changes and modifications. New
ideas and options for dynos and related software
often result from that input, finding their way to
market for the benefit of competitors en masse.

booth at the PRI Trade Show. “It is one
of the great advantages of doing the
Show—the face time with customers,”
said Gertgen. “We slightly modified the
firmware in our existing DataMite 4 data
logger, which got us to market much faster
and easier.”
Another suggestion came from chassis
dyno customers who wanted a very quick
and easy way to calculate engine rpm from
dyno rpm. “Engine rpm can be difficult
to measure on some engines,” observed
Gertgen. So the company added to its
latest v4.1 Dyno DataMite software a
second method using the OBDII link
to measure OBDII channels, including
engine rpm.
Dyno Developments
How quickly is technology marching
along? And are race customers seeking
equipment and software today that wasn’t
pinging their wish list a few years ago?
Take DEPAC’s Gen5 system, which
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provides a second result for any dyno
test, and is easily added to any existing
dynamometer. Since there is no signal
filtering and curve smoothing, operators
can see authentic engine performance.
“Our new concept system is a very
inexpensive investment that provides more
meaningful results like improved accuracy
on torque and power, and the ability to see
smaller tuning changes,” said Manzolini,
noting the system could be expanded out
to 95 channels.
Pushing the performance level of today’s
modern engines never stops. And engine
builders readily and regularly discard
limitations to find higher levels of power.
“Some of these limits include combustionchamber pressures, intake- or exhaustsystem pressure, etc.,” said Loiselle. “This
derives the need to monitor these levels
during engine testing. Our Land & Sea
Cylinder Pressure Mapping Kit makes
that possible.”
Customer demand spurred Mustang
Dynamometers to engineer a dyno that
would endure the stresses exerted in
drag racing. “Race car builders who
specialize in NHRA- and NASCAR-style
race cars asked us to put a couple of
specific tests into our software that validate
modifications,” revealed Sobie.
“The ability to be able to mimic how
you normally drive at the drag strip right
there on the dyno was very important to
our clients. For example, the ability to do
6000-rpm trans brake launches and highrpm shifts were crucial,” he added.
Stuska Dynamometer’s Huelsbeck
points to today’s injected and boosted
engines producing results that were
unthinkable not that long ago. “Power
Pro T/A has been providing load control
and data collection to keep up with
these changes,” he said. “From break-in
procedures to sweep testing and engine
mapping, look for the ultimate capabilities
to control and measure with consistent
repeatable process and results.
“Growing your knowledge base with
dynamometer testing is a never-ending
journey,” Huelsbeck added. “Just as
important is that you are in control of the
break-in process, and deliver your product
Performance Racing Industry
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in top working condition.”
Giles from SuperFlow cited advances in
data acquisition and control systems over
the past few years. “Electronics systems
are taking over more and more of what
mechanical systems used to do every
day. In the dynamometer world, what this
means is your software has to be more
configurable, your data acquisition more
finite, and your entire system flexible
to integrate with the software that now
controls engines and vehicles.”
Drawing Attention at PRI
Dyno manufacturers utilize the annual
Performance Racing Industry Trade Show
to introduce new features and equipment,
as well as connect with current customers
and make new sales.
Stuska Dynamometer’s Huelsbeck
can’t imagine a healthy market without
the Show, predicting his company will be
very busy in 2017 given all the customer
input and prospects staff gathered at PRI
2016. “The idea bucket is overflowing,” he
said. “We will be back at it in the software
department. Power Pro 3.0 will be out this
year. We will see enhanced capabilities for
testing electronically controlled engines.
Input from engine builders is what drives
these features and capabilities.”
For SuperFlow, its new software, WinDyn
4.0, was the big PRI Show booth draw. “We
have been releasing bits of information on
the package in preparation for its release
late first quarter 2017,” said Giles. “We
had customers at the booth to demo the
software and understand how to get it for
their engine and chassis dynos.”
DEPAC is completing a new water
brake design that is extremely fast, and
Manzolini expects it to be as quick as more
expensive electric versions. The design
itself is generating several fundamentally
new patents. “Prototypes will be ready
later this year and provide absolute
dyno accuracy,” he proclaimed. “The
new design will feature improvements in
torque, and power handling capacity for
its small size—the size of a SuperFlow
water brake—and will bolt directly to a
SuperFlow dyno stand without the need
for adapters.”
He added, “Current water brakes are
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no more than copies of very old dyno
designs our grandfathers used with no
real innovation. I am reinventing the water
brake design that has been essentially
dormant for three decades.”
Users Speak Up
Why do race engine builders choose
the particular engine or chassis dyno in
their shop? The reasons are as varied as
their needs.
Mike Murillo of Murillo Motorsports
in San Antonio, Texas, has invested in
Mustang Dynamometers for his business.

Customer demand spurred Mustang
Dynamometers to engineer a dyno that would
endure the stresses exerted in drag racing,
shown here. “The ability to be able to mimic how
you normally drive at the drag strip right there
on the dyno was very important to our clients,”
reported a company source.

“Not only do I like the hardware—it’s
everything I need to do my job—but the
customer support is always there when
I need it,” he stated. “I had the software
updated two years ago, and have worn
out 02 sensors, but never need to use
customer support.”
Some shops start with a system only
to discover they want to “tune” their
equipment for a specific set of repeatable
testing standards, and those changes may
only be available through a third party.
“I have a F24 Froude and a DTS dyno
with DEPAC acquisition and controller,”
said Gary Stanton of Stanton Racing,
Nicholasville, Kentucky. “I have had other
controllers, but DEPAC is the easiest and
most repeatable system I’ve ever used.
After 10 years of use I have never had a
problem with this system.”
For Trevor Hutter at Hutter Performance
in Chardon, Ohio, his purchase of a
Mustang MD1750 dyno was based on its
features. “At the time, Mustang was one
88
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of the only dynos that provided additional
loading of the rolls,” he explained. “The
dyno operator inputs vehicle weight and
the dyno utilizes an electric brake to apply
resistance to the rolls. This feature allows
me to test a vehicle under conditions that
more closely resemble how the vehicle is
driven on the actual road/track.”
“I dyno tune all different shapes and
sizes for a living—street, race, trucks,
diagnostics—so having proper load values
is essential to doing my job right the first
time,” said Murillo. “Mustang’s preloaded
profiles give me the ability to perform
targeted simulations.”
Dynos, according to Stanton, should
not be considered optional equipment
for engine builders; instead, he believes
they’re an absolute necessity. “It would
be hard for any competitive engine shop
to be without a dyno these days. Today’s
customers want their engine tested to
make sure it makes the power, and that
all the bugs are worked out before they
take possession of it.”
Added Hutter, “Performance upgrades
require modification of the engine tuning
whether it is re-mapping the ECM, or
re-jetting the carburetor, or checking
timing on the distributor. The dyno allows
us to perform research and development
testing, which, in turn, makes us more
knowledgeable about which upgrades to
recommend for customer projects. And,
when customers have problems on the
street, or at the track, the dyno means we
can troubleshoot those issues.”
When deciding which dyno to choose,
Stanton suggested consumers do
their homework and research different
units before making a decision. “When
shopping for a dyno system, talk to other
engine shops and see what they like or
dislike about their system before you buy
one,” he explained.
“There are many systems to choose
from, and they all have opinions of why
theirs is the best. Take your time,” he said.
Finally, Hutter stressed that performance
work simply cannot be performed properly
without the correct tools. “In almost all
cases cheaper is not better,” he said, “and
dynos are no different.”
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